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PAL Robotics in a nutshell



Our team

CEO: Francesco Ferro

➢ Founded in 2004

➢ Located in Barcelona

➢ 15 nationalities

➢ 80% Engineers

➢ 10% Ph.D. 

➢ 1 in 4 employees female

➢ Females in all teams including 

Engineering and Finance



Sara and ARI

“I like ARI the most because of its sociability 
and user-friendliness that motivates me to 
interact with it.” 

Sara Cooper
Robotics Software Engineer



Elitsa and TIAGo

“I like TIAGo’s social application and in 
my opinion, TIAGo can improve human 
lifes by helping and supporting us.”

Elitsa Dimitrova

Marketing 



Karol and TIAGo

“I like TIAGo because it's a robot that can 
adapt to different fields and nowadays 
TIAGo is taking part in many research 
projects.”

Karol Cancino
Administration



Yue and StockBot

“StockBot is my favourite robot as it is 
tall, thin, lightweight, sporty and the 
future of retail!” 

Yue Erro
Technical QA Engineer



Maria and REEM

“REEM is my favourite robot, he's 
elegant, there is just no one like 
him. His movements are gracious 
and precise, the conversations with 
him are pleasant with a touch of 
humor you would never expect! "

Maria Rodriguez
Reception



Sofia and TIAGo Base

“I love TIAGo Base because its so simple 
and can make your life easier - it will take 
you and bring you whatever you want!”

Sofia Martin
Administration and Accounts



Anna and ARI

“My favorite robot is ARI because he 
looks good next to me.”

Anna Pallerols
Project Management Officer



Karina and ARI

"I like ARI because she is created to 
bring joy to the world and 
interacting with her is very easy for 
everyone."

Karina Khodzhakulieva
Web Designer



Lorna and REEM

“I love REEM as I see him every day 
around the office and he has been 
key in so many research projects to 
date."

Lorna McKinlay
Corporate Communications



Sarah and TIAGo

“I am proud of TIAGo as its the
demonstrator in most of the 15 EU 
projects we are running currently.”

Sarah Terreri
EU Project Manager 



Thank you!

euprojects@pal-robotics.com


